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Outline

• Origins and evolution of cohesion policy as an 
instrument of territorial governance

• Perspectives for 2021-2027

• Unexpected events: Brexit and Covid-19



What is cohesion policy

• Cohesion policy is the main framework for 
local and regional development in the EU, as
well as one of the most relevant policies in 
terms of EU resources

• It plays a crucial role for territorial governance
with an active involvement of subnational
authorities and other stakeholders



The approach

• The Cohesion Policy is a significant part of the 
Community budget. De facto, States abandon part of 
their sovereignty to cede it to the EU

• Underlying cohesion policy is the objective of 
"harmonious" development: Markets don’t put 
everyone on the same level, and there is the need to 
reduce disparities.

• Despite the premises, the Cohesion Policy has 
increasingly taken the shape of a compensation policy 
for the weakest, and not a policy with a vision on how 
development is developed.

• Challenge of recent years: how to recover meaning and 
vision



Evolution of EU Cohesion policy

• Pre– cohesion policy: 1957-1989
• First programming period: 1989-1993
• Second programming period: 1994-1999
• Third programming period: 2000-2006
• Fourth programming period: 2007-201
• Fifth programming period: 2014-2020
• Sixth programming period: 2021-2027



Evolution of EU territory



Integration milestones
• European Single Act (1986):  1) Modifies the rules of functionality of the European 

institutions, expanding the power of the Community; 2) Progressive opening 
towards the creation of the single market within the European Community starting 
from 1 January 1993. The single market is defined as "an area without internal 
borders in which the free circulation of goods, people, services and capital is 
ensured in to the provisions of the Treaty”; Establishes an EC policy of economic 
and social cohesion, officially to counterbalance the effects of the completion of 
the single market on the less developed Member States and to reduce the 
disparities in development between regions

• 1992 Maastricht Treaty: European Union, that strengthen the integration process; 
Single currency; Committee of the Regions, with a consultative role (Europe of 
Regions); Subsidiarity principle: decisions and actions are to be taken at the level 
closest to citizens.

• Single Market – 31 dec 1992
• Shengen – 1995
• Territorial cohesion (Amsterdam Treaty 1997) 
• Euro - 2002 



The origins of EU Cohesion policy 
(1957-1989)

• In the Treaty of Rome (1957), that establiseh ECC, Member States
are Anxious to strengthen the unity of their economies and to 
ensure their harmonious development by reducing the differences 
existing between the various regions and the backwardness of the 
less favoured regions

• 1958: European Social Fund; 1962: European Fund for Agriculture;  
managed by Member States

• Context: Economic development was considered a matter of (big) 
enterprises . Centralized intervention system, both in programming 
and implementation of policies. Main issue: reduce imbalances 
between developed and «underdeveloped» territories 

• EC 1969: “Regional policy is clearly the concern of the public 
authorities in the member states” . In the same year a DG for 
regional policy was established, but with limited responsabilities



The origins of EU Cohesion policy 
(1957-1989) - segue

• 70s: EC “The regional problems in the Enlarged Community”
• 1975: European Regional Development Fund created, to intervene

on imbalances in the community; compensative mechanism for 
countries which are creditors of EC budget (managed by Member
States). 

• At the end of the decade, timid pilot experiences of EC programmes
• ’80: Wave of regionalism all over Europe (Keating, 1998; Perulli, 

1998; Caciagli, 2003)
• «Integrated Mediterranean Programmes» in Greece, Italy and 

France
• There is the need to ensure that weaker regions maintain their 

support and interest towards the enlargement/convergence of EC 
economies 



4 main principles:

1. Concentration: geographical, thematic, financial
2. Partnership: all the social partners involved are involved in the 

planning and implementation phase. There must therefore be 
cooperation between the EC and the public authorities of a 
certain country at national, regional and local level, and 
cooperation with social and economic partners (vertical and 
horizontal multilevel governance ...): national and supranational 
institutions establish how it is necessary to intervene, and what 
are the strategic sectors of intervention; the regional and local 
institutions decide what to do instead.

3. Additionality (or complementarity): EU structural funds must not 
replace national (or other) expenditure within member states

4. Programming: the activities financed by the cohesion funds must 
be defined in multi-annual operational programs approved at the 
beginning of each programming period



Added value

• Stronger coordination of different strategies
• Regions acquire central relevance both as areas of 

intervention and in the management of the funds 
• Europeanization/Decentralization of Cohesion policies
• The level of regional autonomy actually varies 

enormously between country and country:
– in some cases central governments retain most of the responsibilities 

(Portugal)
– other countries implement mere forms of devolution (UK, Finland, France and 

Sweden)
– other countries undertake a real devolution (Italy)
– while others have a federal-type political system where regional autonomy is 

more or less extensive (Austria, Belgium, Germany).



First reform of the structural funds 
(1988)

• Common criteria to identify the areas eligible to the EU 
structural funds

• Mainly activities which are typical of regional policies: 
infrastructures, education, incentives to productive
invesments

• EC defined 6 objectives to be pursued through
structural funds  (geographical and thematical)

• Geographical elegibility NUTSII and NUTS III (but
administrative regions as the main implementing actor)

• EDRF, ESF, Fund for Agriculture

…the first EC regional policy



Implementation mechanism

1. Negotiation (policy) between Member States to 
define the EU budget (on a Commission proposal) and 
the percentage devoted to cohesion policy (and each 
of its objectives)

2. Each member state prepares a national reference 
framework, which proposes a strategy and identifies 
operational programs. These documents must be 
approved by the Commission

3. Member States and regions are responsible for the 
implementation of operational programs, through the 
identification of specific managing authorities, which 
select projects to be financed



Objectives of EU Cohesion policy 
1989-1993 

Objective Contents

n. 1
Promote the development and structural adjustment of less
developed regions

n. 2 Convert regions and areas in industrial decline

n.3 (temathic) Fight long lasting unemployment

n. 4 (tem.) Facilitate professional placement for young people

n. 5a (tem.) Support the adjustment of agricultural structures

n. 5b
Support the development of rural areas with limited socio-
economic development



Resources 1989-1993
Ob. Billion ECU (approx.) % of the overall budget

1 43,8 64%

2 6,1 9%

3 6,67 10%

4

5a 6,3 9,2

5b

PICs 5,3 7,8



12 Community initiatives programmes (Actions
of specific interest for the Community)

• Interreg (Cross-border cooperation)
• Rechar (social and economic conversion of coal areas), 
• Envireg (improve environmental quality in less developed coastal

areas);
• Stride (to enhance innovation and technological development

potentials in the regions obj 1 and 2); 
• Regis (promote socio-economic integration of peripheral regions); 
• Regen (develop internal energy market in less developed regions); 
• Prisma (improve infrastructures and services); 
• Telematique (develop telecommunications in ob. 1 Regions); 
• Leader (rural development); 
• Euroform, Now e Horizon (training and valorization of huma

resources).

• Inoltre: Programmi di cooperazione interregionale (Overture, Ecos, 
Pacte, Recite)



• 1993/1994: Fisheries Fund; Cohesion Fund  
(environment and infrastructures)



Second programming period: 1994-
1999

Objectives Contents

n. 1 Development and structural adjustment of lagging behind regions, including rural areas

n. 2 Reconversion of regions or areas hit by industrial decline

n.3
(thematic)

Fight long lasting unemployment, job placement of young people, inclusion in labour
market

n. 4
(thematic)

Adjustment of workers to industrial changes and evolution of productive systems

n. 5°
(thematic)

Adjustment of agricultural structure (PAC); restructuring of fisheries sector

Obiettivo n. 
5b

Development and structural adjustment of rural areas Promozione dello sviluppo e
adeguamento strutturale delle zone rurali.

6 (after 1995 
enlargement)

Areas with low population density



Resources 1994-1999
Ob. Billion ECU (approx.) % of the overall budget

1 108,45 68%

2 9,4 10,6%

3 15,2 9,1%

4

5 13 7,8%

6 697 ml 0,4% 

PICs 14 8%



14 Community initiative
programmes

• Interreg II
• Leader II (rural development)
• Urban (rehabilitation of districts in difficulty in medium and big cities)
• Regis II (Peripheral region’s integration),
• Employment (women, young people, people with handicap
• Adapt (adapt labour force to industrial changes) 
• Rechar II (conversion of coal areas)
• Resider II (conversion of steel basins), 
• Konver (diversify productive areas depending from the militar sector)
• Retex (diversify productive areas debendin on textile sector), 
• Textile Sector in Portugal
• SMEs
• Fisheries
• Peace (for northern Ireland) 

• Interregional cooperation (Recite, Ecos, Overture)



The Blue Banana





European Spatial Development 
Perspective (1999)

The ESDP constitutes a policy orientation framework aimed at improving 
cooperation between sectoral Community policies that have a significant 
impact on the territory. It does not foresee new community competences in 
the field of territorial planning.
It is an intergovernmental document (the EU has no competence in this 
regard). The document is indicative and non-binding.
In accordance with the principle of subsidiarity, its application occurs in 
theory at the most appropriate level of intervention and at the discretion of 
the different actors in the field of territorial development. An important role 
is recognized for the regions
General objective: to promote coordination between policies with significant 
spatial impact, horizontally (between European sectoral policies) and 
vertically (between different institutional levels) with the aim of promoting 
economic and social cohesion; safeguard natural resources and cultural 
heritage; achieve a more balanced competitiveness of the European space
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Programming period 2000-2006

Objectives Contents

Ob. n. 1 Promote development and structural adjustment of lagging behind regions

Ob. n. 2 Support economic and social reconversion of areas with structural difficulties

Ob. n.3 (thematic)
Support agjustment and modernicìzation of policies for education and 
employment



Resources Distribuzione delle risorse 
2000-2006

Objective Resources (approx) % of the overall budget

1 174,6 71,6

2 22,5 9,6%

3 24,1 10,3%

PICs 11,5 4,9%



Community initiatives programmes

• Interreg III
• Urban II (sustainable development and 

rehabilitation in small and medium cities or in 
districts of big cities)

• Leader+ (sustainable development in rural
areas)

• Equal (fight discrimination and disequalities in 
the labour market)



2000s: Lisbon Strategy and the role of 
innovation

• 2002 Single currency
• 2007 Lisbon Treaty: Cohesion policy
• Competitiveness: 2000 Lisbon Strategy: 

Innovation, learning economy, social and 
environmental renewal;  2001 Gotherborg
agenda. 2005: relaunch of Lisbon Strategy ; 2010: 
Europe 2020 – objectives in terms of 
employment, innovation, education, social 
inclusion and climate/energy improvements, to 
be reached by 2020.



Programming period 2007-2013

Obj Contents

Convergence Acelerate economic development

Regional competitiveness and employment
All other regions. Aim to strengthen
competitiveness, employment and 
attractiveness of regions. 

European Territorial Cooperation
Promote cross-border, transnational and 
interregional cooperation



Resources 2007-2013

Objective Resources (approx) % of the overall budget

1 282,8 81,7

2 54,9 16%

3 8,7 2,5%



Priority strategies Europe 2020

• Smart growth
1. European digital agenda
2. Innovation Union 
3. Youth on the move

• Sustainable growth
4. Efficient Europe in terms of resources
5. An industrial policy for globalization

• Solidarity growth
6. An agenda for new competences and employment
7. European platform against poverty



Territorial Agenda 2020 (2011)
Objective: to offer strategic guidelines for territorial development, reinforcing 
the integration of the territorial dimension in the context of various policies 
at all levels of government and ensuring the pursuit of the objectives of the 
Europe 2020 strategy based on the principles of territorial cohesion.
Coordinated approach to address the main territorial challenges:
• Structural changes derived from the economic crisis
• European integration and growing interdependence between regions
• Territorially different social and demographic challenges, segregation of 

vulnerable groups
• Climate change and environmental risk: different impacts
• Energy challenges
• Loss of biodiversity, natural and cultural heritage and vulnerable landscape
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Barca report, 2009
• Strong orientation to the result, and not to the fact of spending the 

funds. Previously often the idea that result was equal to physical 
output prevailed. It is necessary to change the grammar of politics, 
passing from the concept of “output” to “expected results”. 

• Open and heated public evaluation, which follows from the 
previous point. “Mobilized participation”. Partnership has become a 
useless ritual that honors a norm and mortifies the participants. A 
central point in the "mobilized participation" is that you do not 
recognize the exclusive representation of interests to anyone, you 
hear more voices. And fundamental is the evaluation process, 
which must explore if there is a causal link between what you did 
and the result obtained. Way of working that creates knowledge

• Strong national presidium: systems are asleep, they tend not to 
change. Need of robust national presidium that is more attentive to 
implementation.



2014-2020: Aim to pursue Europe 2020 and 
overcome the ceconomic crisis

Four priority areas for economic development
and job creation:
– R&I
– ITC
– SMEs
– Transition towards a low carbon economy



ERDF priorities

• Each Operational Prgramme will have to select 4 over 11 priority
objectives:
– Strengthening research, technological development and innovation
– Enhancing access to, and use and quality of, information and communication

technologies
– Enhancing the competitiveness of SMEs
– Supporting the shift towards a low-carbon economy
– Promoting climate change adaptation, risk prevention and management
– Preserving and protecting the environment and promoting resource efficiency
– Promoting sustainable transport and improving network infrastructures;
– Promoting sustainable and quality employment and supporting labour

mobility;
– Promoting social inclusion, combating poverty and any discrimination;
– Investing in education, training and lifelong learning;
– Improving the efficiency of public administration.
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ESF Priorities 2014 - 2020

• Employment
• Education
• Social inclusion
• PA improvement



Objectives 2014-2020

Objectivs Contents

Investments for growth and job

Less developed regions whose GDP per 
capita is less than 75% of the EU average; 
Regions in transition whose GDP per 
capita is equal to or greater than 75% and 
less than 90% of the EU average; More 
developed regions with a GDP per capita 
equal to or greater than 90% of the EU 
average

European Territorial Cooperation

It promotes cooperation between European 
regions and the development of common 
solutions to urban, rural and coastal 
development problems, the management of 
shared resources or the improvement of 
transport links.
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Resources 2014-2020

Objective Resources (approx) % of the overall budget

1 182.2 bln less developed 
regions; 35.4 bln Regions in 
transition; 54.3 bln More 
developed regions

63,6%
12,5%
19,2%

2 10,2 3,6%
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Financial evolution of the policy

Programming periods Structural Funds
Resources

% of the overall EC 
Budget

1975 258 Mln ECU 4,8% 

1987 2.533 Mln ECU 9,1%

1989-1993 63 Bln ECU foreseen
(but they almost
double during the 
programming period)

18% in 1989
29% in 1993

1994-1999 141 Bln ECU 36% in 1999

2000-2006 195 Bln EURO 37%

2007-2013 347 Mld EURO 37,5%

2014-2020 351,8 Mld di Euro 32,5%

2021-2027 377,8 Mld di Euro 35.1%

Viesti-Prota, 2007



2021-2027
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Five Policy Objectives

1. A smarter Europe (innovative & smart economic 
transformation)

2. A greener, low-carbon Europe (including energy 
transition, the circular economy, climate adaptation 
and risk management)

3. A more connected Europe (mobility and ICT 
connectivity)

4. A more social Europe (the European Pillar of Social 
Rights)

5. A Europe closer to citizens (sustainable development 
of urban, rural and coastal areas and local initiatives)



• Most of the European Regional Development 
Fund and the Cohesion Fund are devoted to 
the first two objectives: a smarter Europe and 
a greener Europe.

• The Member States, depending on their 
relative wealth, will invest between 65% and 
85% of the resources derived from these 
Funds allocated to them.



Funds

• A single set of rules for the seven funds that 
are applied in shared management, namely: 
the European Regional Development Fund, 
the Cohesion Fund, the European Social Fund 
Plus, the European Maritime and Fisheries 
Fund, the Asylum Fund and Migration, the 
Internal Security Fund and the Border and 
Visa Management Instrument.



Objectives

• Investment for jobs and growth "in the Member States 
and Regions, with the support of the ERDF, the ESF + 
and the Cohesion Fund (allocated to different degrees 
to the more developed, transitional and less developed 
regions);

• "European territorial cooperation" (Interreg), with the 
support of the ERDF and, for some programs, of the IPA 
funds (dedicated to pre-accession countries) and ENI 
(dedicated to European neighboring countries), whose 
objective is to solve problems that transcend national 
borders and require a common solution



Enabling conditions - horizontal

• Effective monitoring mechanisms of the public 
procurement market

• Tools and capacity for effective application of 
State aid rules

• Effective application and implementation of 
the EU Charter of Fundamental Rights

• Implementation and application of the UN 
Convention on the rights of persons with 
disability



Enabling conditions - Thematic
• Obj 1: (Good governance of) Smart Specialization Strategy
• Obj. 2: Strategic policy framework to support energy efficiency 

renovation of residential and nonresidential buildings; Governance 
of the energy sector; promotion of renewable energy; Effective 
disaster risk management framework; planning for required 
investments in water and wastewater; planning for waste 
management; conservation measures

• Ob. 3: National or regional broadband plan; Transport planning at 
the appropriate level

• Obj. 4: Strategic policy framework for active labour market policies; 
national strategic framework for gender equality; Strategic policy 
framework for the education and training system at all level; NSF 
for social inclusion and poverty reduction; National Roma 
integration strategy; strategic policy framework for health; 



Territorial Agenda 2030 (2021)

• A Just Europe that offers future perspectives 
for all places and people

• A Green Europe that protects common 
livelihoods and shapes societal transition



Strengthening of «cooperation
actions»

• Programmes must consider MRS and the 
possibility to include cooperation actions also
in mainstream funds

• Relational vs territorial approaches? 



A number of shocks…



Shock 1: Brexit

• Questioning the added value of European 
policies

• Doing less (at European level) more effectively
• Analyzes show that areas heavily supported by 

cohesion policy (Wales) voted to leave ...
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National role

• Difficult to assess the impact of cohesion 
policies

• The need to balance a place-based approach 
with the responsibility and role of individual 
member states
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Shock 2: Covid 19
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Covid 19:flexibility 
• Existing funds have been re-oriented and new funds are 

available in all EU countries and regions to tackle the crisis.
• The Commission has launched in April 2020 two packages 

of measures: the Coronavirus Response Investment 
Initiative (CRII) and the Coronavirus Response Investment 
Initiative Plus (CRII+), which were swiftly endorsed by the 
European Parliament and the European Council. 

• This was supplemented on 27 May with the presentation of 
the REACT-EU package (55 bln 2020-2022) to support a 
sustainable, digital and resilient economic recovery



Next Generation EU 
• NextGenerationEU is a temporary recovery instrument endowed 

with 750 bln euros that will help repair the immediate economic 
and social damage caused by the coronavirus pandemic.

• Recovery Fund / European Recovery and Resilience Mechanism: a 
core element of NextGenerationEU, with € 672.5 billion in loans 
and grants available to support reforms and investments 
undertaken by EU countries. The aim is to mitigate the economic 
and social impact of the coronavirus pandemic and make European 
economies and societies more sustainable and resilient and better 
prepared for the challenges and opportunities of ecological and 
digital transitions. Member States are working on their recovery 
and resilience plans to access funds under the Recovery and 
Resilience Mechanism.
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1. Single Market, 
Innovation and Digital

2. Cohesion, Resilience and 
Values

3. Natural Resources and 
Environment

4. Migration and Border
management

5. Security and Defence
6. Neighbourhood and the 

word
7. European Public 

Administration 
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Recovery Plan in Italy
Six missions:
• Digitization, innovation and competitiveness of the productive 

system and the Public Administration, education, health and 
taxation;

• Green revolution and ecological transition;
• Infrastructure, for mobility and telecommunications, with the 

creation of a national fiber optic network, the development of 5G 
and High Speed networks;

• Education, training, research and culture;
• Social, gender and territorial equity, with a focus on active labor 

policies and the plan for the South;
• Health.

…managed at national scale
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Objectives
• reduce the social and economic impact of the pandemic crisis;
• double the average growth rate of the Italian economy, from 0.8% in the last 

decade to 1.6%, in line with the EU average;
• increase public investment to at least 3% of GDP;
• increase spending on research and development (R&D) from the current 1.3% 

to 2.1%, above the EU average;
• bring the employment rate to 73.2%, in line with the EU average, compared to 

the current 63%;
• raise the indicators of well-being, equity and environmental sustainability;
• reduce territorial gaps in income, employment, infrastructure endowment and 

level of public services;
• increase life expectancy in good health;
• improve the birth rate and population growth;
• reduce early school leaving and youth inactivity;
• improve student readiness and the ratio of graduates to graduates;
• strengthen the security and resilience of the country in the face of natural 

disasters, climate change, epidemic crises and geopolitical risks;
• promote sustainable agri-food chains and fight against food waste;
• ensure the sustainability and resilience of public finances.
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To conclude 

Cohesion policy is not only one of the main 
European policies in terms of resources, but 
touches on several central elements of the 
European project:
• Multi-level governance / Eu – National – Sub-

national
• Political decentralization / centralization
• Imbalances / Harmonious development of the 

territory
• Competitiveness / Social model 
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